Choosing the most appropriate place to invest
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Placing your investment is important
Not only do we need to make sure your money is invested in the right funds and you that are aligned to the
level of risk you are prepared to take, we need to make sure the most appropriate company is managing your
money.
Southam Financial Planning Ltd. follow a robust procedure to undertake due diligence on all the companies out
there, which we review regularly.
We do this to give you peace of mind, so you know that expert selection has taken place.
A very important feature is to make sure that we own the selection process and we take an unbiased approach
when selecting a provider.
This is called ‘owning the supply chain’ and something we take seriously.

Owning the supply chain
The Cambridge Dictionary Online defines supplier as a ‘company, person, etc. that provides things that people
want or need, especially over a long period of time.‘ Southam Financial Planning Ltd makes sure we control this
supply chain on your behalf, selecting the best providers of tax vehicles and fund choice.
In the model shown below our advice process is independent from the provider, and only at the
recommendation stage would we introduce the most appropriate provider and solutions to meet your needs.
Following appropriate due diligence reviews, we shortlist providers to those who provide the required
solutions to meet client needs. Of course, nothing stays the same so we conduct regular ongoing reviews to
ensure that the provider remains suitable and appropriate. Southam Financial Planning Ltd owns the processes
which are used to formulate advice.
The litmus test for any advisory firm is to ask how easy it would be to remove their business from the advice
process and supply chain of the providers and/or platforms for each client. In other words, is there a reliance
on providers to run the business, or are their services only called upon when required. In our case their
services are called upon when required.

Our advice process

Accepting clients

Know your client

Research
The most
appropriate
provider

Recommendation

Ongoing service and review

We take guidance from our regulator and other experts
We follow the advice given by The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and our compliance service provider
because both have vast amounts of expertise and experience in setting out what make a good client outcome.
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Our Method
Southam Financial Planning Ltd will firstly identify what type of investment vehicle you need, one that offers
one tax solution (for instance a pension) or a provider who can offer a number of different tax vehicles. These
are commonly known as Platforms.
Southam Financial Planning Ltd will make sure that we explore all the possible platforms and make a choice
best suited to our client needs where we believe that a platform is appropriate.
We then take a two stage due diligence approach.




Macro due diligence means that we will always follow a philosophy which selects the platforms most
suited to our broad client base. Here we take into consideration our fundamental beliefs and
philosophy.
Micro due diligence enables us to identify the most relevant platform for each client

Our due diligence procedure is supported by the Regulator expectation, in other words what the experts see
as best practice.

Macro due diligence








Platform must be in profit
The platform needs to be in existence for more than 4 years
Our investment proposition must be available with them
Company financial strength above B using AKG ratings
Service rating no less than  using AKG ratings where  is best service
The platform must not require to use its research or risk management tools in
order to place business
The platform must have a least a pension vehicle, an investment vehicle and a cash
account

Fundamental
philosophy

Micro due diligence






Must satisfy macro due diligence
Charging structure must be satisfactory and meet the requirements of at least one
segment of our client bank
If tiering is used, identify if they are discrete or cumulative and the effect that has
on investment amounts
Platform offers pre-funding
Platform discount details, where available
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